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Abstract 
________________________________________________ 
 
 
Physiological signals, electroencephalogram (EEG) and heart rate variability (HRV), are 
generated by complex self-regulating systems. These signals are extremely inhomogeneous 
and nonstationary, and fluctuate in an irregular and highly complex manner. These 
fluctuations are due to underlying dynamics of the system. The synchronous neural activity 
measured as scalp EEG indicates underlying neural dynamics of the brain. Hence, 
quantitative EEG analysis has become a very useful tool in interpreting results from 
physiological experiments. The analysis of HRV provides valuable information to assess 
the autonomous nervous system (ANS). The HRV can be significantly affected by 
physiological state changes and many disease states. Hence, HRV analysis is becoming a 
major experimental and diagnostic tool. In this thesis, we focus on the study of EEG and 
HRV time series using tools from nonlinear time series analysis with special emphasis on 
its implications in detecting physiological state changes such as, in diseases like epileptic 
seizure and schizophrenia, and in altered states of consciousness as in sleep and 
meditation. The proposed nonlinear techniques are used in discriminating different 
physiological states from control states.  
 
Artifact processing of EEG signal 
 
Interferences (artifacts) from various sources unavoidably contaminate EEG recordings. In 
quantitative analysis, results can differ significantly by these artifacts, which may lead to 
wrong interpretation of the results. In this part of the thesis, we have devised methods to 
minimize ocular and muscle artifacts in EEG. The artifact correction methods are based on 
blind source separation (BSS) techniques such as singular value decomposition (SVD), 
algorithm for multiple signal extraction (AMUSE), canonical correlation analysis (CCA), 
information maximization (INFOMAX) independent component analysis (ICA) and joint 
approximate diagonalization of eigen-matrices (JADE) ICA. We have proposed a method 
to simulate clean and artifact corrupted EEG data based on the BSS methods. In order to 
enhance the performance of BSS methods, a technique called wavelet-filtered component 
inclusion method has been introduced. In addition, second-order statistics (SOS) and 
higher-order statistics (HOS) based BSS methods have been studied considering less 
number of EEG channels; and performance comparison of these methods has also been 
made. We have also addressed the problem of simultaneous correction of ocular and 
muscle artifacts in EEG recordings using the BSS methods.  
 
Irrespective of the BSS methods, the component elimination method has introduced high 
spectral error in all the bands after reconstruction of clean EEG. However, the wavelet 
filtered component inclusion method has retained almost all spectral powers of EEG 
channels in theta, alpha, and beta bands after ocular artifact minimization. When the 
number of EEG channels is very less, the enhanced CCA (SOS BSS) has given superior 
artifact minimization results than HOS BSS methods, especially in delta band. The 
component elimination method is used in muscle artifact minimization, and hence the SVD 
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method cannot be used for this purpose since it leads to large spectral distortion of 
reconstructed EEG. The AMUSE and CCA methods have given comparable performance 
in muscle artifact minimization. In addition, the JADE method has introduced less mean 
spectral error compared to other methods. The CCA method has shown superior 
performance in simultaneous minimization of ocular and muscle artifacts, and AMUSE 
and JADE methods have given comparable results. Furthermore, the less computation time 
of wavelet enhanced SOS BSS methods make them very useful in real clinical 
environments. 
 
Fractal characterization of time series 
 
In biomedical signal analysis, fractal dimension (FD) is used as a quantitative measure to 
estimate complexity of physiological signals. Such analysis helps to study physiological 
processes of underlying systems. The FD can also be used to study dynamics of transitions 
between different states of systems like brain and ANS, in various physiological and 
pathological states. In this part, we have proposed a method to estimate FD of time series, 
called multiresolution box-counting (MRBC) method. A modification of this method 
resulted in multiresolution length (MRL) method. The estimation performance of the 
proposed methods is compared with that of Katz, Sevcik, and Higuchi methods, by 
simulating mathematically defined fractal signals, and also the computation time is 
compared between the methods. The MRBC and MRL methods have given comparable 
performance to that of Higuchi method, in estimating FD of waveforms, with the 
advantage of less computational time. In addition, various properties of the FD are studied 
and discussed in connection with classical signal processing concepts such as amplitude, 
frequency, sampling frequency, effect of noise, band width, correlation, etc. The FD value 
of signals has increased with number of harmonics, noise variance, band-width, and mid-
band frequency, and decreased with degree of correlation in AR signal. An analogy 
between Katz FD and smoothed Teager energy operator has also been made. 
 
Application of fractal analysis to EEG and HRV time series 
 
The fluctuation of EEG potentials normally depends upon degree of alertness, and varies in 
amplitude and frequency. Hence, the EEG is an important clinical tool for studying sleep 
and sleep related disorders, epileptic seizures, schizophrenia, and meditation. In this part of 
the thesis, we have used FD which gives signal complexity, and detrended fluctuation 
analysis (DFA) which gives multiscale exponent of time series to quantify EEG. We have 
extended the concept of FD to multiscale FD to compute complexity of time series at 
multiple scales. The main applications of the proposed method are epileptic seizure 
detection, sleep stage detection, schizophrenia EEG analysis, and analysis of heart rate 
variability during meditation. For seizure detection, we have used intracranial EEG 
recordings with seizure-free and seizure intervals. In sleep EEG analysis, whole-night 
sleep EEG is used and results are compared with the manually scored hypnogram. The 
schizophrenia symptom is further categorized into positive and negative symptoms and 
complexity is estimated using FD and DFA. We have also analyzed HRV data of Chi and 
Kundalini meditation using FD and DFA techniques. In all the applications considered, we 
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have tested for statistical significance of the computed parameters, between the case of 
interest and corresponding control cases, to discriminate between the physiological states.  
 
The ocular artifact has reduced FD while muscle artifact increased FD of EEG. The FD of 
seizure EEG has shown high value compared to that of seizure-free EEG. In addition, the 
seizure-free EEG has more DFA exponent-1 than seizure EEG. The value of FD of EEG is 
decreased with deepening of sleep, wake state having high FD value. The FD of REM state 
sleep EEG showed value between that of wake and state-1. The DFA exponent-1 has 
increased with deepening of sleep state, having small value for wake state. The REM state 
has given exponent-1 value between wake and state-1.  The schizophrenia subjects have 
shown lower FD value than healthy controls in all the EEG channels except the bilateral 
temporal and occipital regions. The positive symptom sub-group has shown comparatively 
high FD values than healthy controls as well as overall schizophrenia sample in the 
bilateral tempero-parietal-occipital region. In addition, the positive symptom sub-group has 
shown significantly higher regional FD values than negative symptom sub-group 
especially in right temporal region. The overall schizophrenia samples as well as the 
positive and negative subgroup have shown least FD values in the bilateral frontal region. 
 
The values of DFA exponent-2 have shown significant high value in schizophrenia 
samples. In addition, the schizophrenia group has shown less DFA exponent-1 in bilateral 
temporal region than healthy control. The FD, multiscale FD, DFA exponents have shown 
significant performance in discriminating different physiological states from control states. 
The FD value of HRV time series during meditation is less compared to pre-meditation 
state in both Chi and Kundalini meditation. Irrespective of the type of meditation, 
meditation state has shown significantly high DFA exponent-1 than pre-meditation state, 
and significantly high DFA exponent-2 in pre-meditation state compared to meditation 
state.  
 
Functional connectivity analysis of brain during meditation 
 
In functionally related regions of the brain, even in those regions separated by substantial 
distances, the EEG fluctuations are synchronous, which is termed as functional 
connectivity. In this part, a novel application of functional connectivity analysis of brain 
using graph theoretic approach has been made on the EEG recorded from meditation 
practitioners. We have used 16 channel EEG data from subjects while performing Raja 
Yoga meditation. The pre-meditation condition is used as control state, against which 
meditation state is compared. For finding connectivity between EEG of various channels, 
we have computed pair-wise linear correlation and mutual information between the EEG 
channels, to form a connection matrix of size 16x16. Then, various graph parameters, such 
as average connection density, degree of nodes, characteristic path length, and cluster 
index, are computed from the connection matrix. The computed parameters are projected 
on to the scalp to get topographic head maps that give spatial variation of the parameter, 
and results are compared between meditation and pre-meditation states.  
 
The meditation state has shown low average connection density, less characteristic path 
length, and high average degree in fronto-central and central regions. Furthermore, high 
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cluster index is shown in frontal and central regions than pre-meditation state. The 
parameters such as complexity, characteristic path length and average connection density 
are used as features in quadratic discriminant classifier to classify meditation and pre-
meditation state, and have given good accuracy performance. Connectivity analysis using 
mutual information has given high average connection density in meditation state in theta, 
alpha and beta bands compared to pre-meditation state. The characteristic path length is 
high in delta, alpha and beta bands in meditation state.  In addition, the meditation state has 
shown high degree and cluster index in theta and beta bands compared to pre-meditation 
state. 
 
Nonlinear dynamical characterization of HRV during meditation 
  
The cardiovascular system is influenced by internal dynamics as well as from various 
external factors, which makes the system more dynamic and nonlinear. In this part of the 
thesis, a novel application of using HRV data for studying Chi and Kundalini meditation 
has been made. The HRV time series are embedded into higher dimensional phase-space 
using Takens’ embedding theorem to reconstruct the attractor. After estimating the 
minimum embedding dimension to unfold the attractor dynamics, the complexity of the 
attractor is computed using correlation dimension, Lyapunov exponent, and nonlinearity 
scores. In all the analyses, the pre-meditation state is used as control state against which 
meditation state is compared. The statistical significance of the parameters estimated is 
tested to discriminate meditation state from control state.  
 
The HRV time series of both pre-meditation and meditation have shown similar minimum 
embedding dimensions in both Chi and Kundalini meditation. Irrespective of the type of 
meditation, the meditation state has shown high correlation dimension, largest Lyapunov 
exponent, and low nonlinearity score compared to pre-meditation state. 
 
Recurrent quantification analysis of HRV during meditation 
 
In this part, a novel application of recurrent quantification analysis (RQA) to HRV during 
meditation is studied. Here, the time series is embedded into a higher dimensional phase-
space and Euclidean distance between the embedded vectors is calculated to form a 
distance matrix. The matrix is converted into binary matrix by applying a suitable 
threshold, and plotted as image to get recurrence plot. Various parameters are extracted 
from the recurrence plot such as percent recurrence rate, diagonal parameters 
(determinism, divergence, entropy, ratio), and vertical or horizontal parameters (laminarity, 
trapping time, maximal vertical line length). The procedure is applied to HRV data during 
meditation and pre-meditation (control) to discriminate between the states.   
 
The HRV of meditation state has shown more diagonal line structure whereas more black 
patches are observed in pre-meditation state. In addition, at low embedding dimensions, 
the meditation state has shown low recurrence rate, high determinism, low divergence, low 
entropy, high ratio, high laminarity, high trapping time, and less maximal vertical line 
length compared to pre-meditation state. These RQA parameters have shown superior 
performance in discriminating meditation state from control state. 
